
Software-defined multirole jammer
GEW® GMJ9

This new-generation software-defined multirole 
jammer combines a responsive jammer for vehicle-
based counter-RCIED capability and tactical 
communications jamming in a single compact 
system. Simultaneous transmitter channels and 
efficient adaptive waveform algorithms target 
point-to-point radio links and new-generation 
multi-standard cellular networks seamlessly. The 
best in its size, weight and power (SWaP) class, the 
GEW® GMJ9’s versatility and field-proven technology 
delivers true spectrum dominance.

• 20 MHz to 6 GHz

• 280 W total RF power

• Convoy-protection jamming

• Communication jamming

• Simultaneous overlapping jamming channels

• Software re-programmable

• Selective jamming

• Reactive, active and smart jamming

• Custom integration into vehicles

• Built using field-proven technology



radio threats and evolving networks. 

This approach also lends itself to future 

expandability and technology upgrades, 

ensuring effective long-term use of the 

equipment.

The GMJ9 utilises the latest RF and 

digital signal synthesis technology to 

achieve outstanding suppression of 

communications and the telemetry-

signals. The GMJ9 can therefore counter 

traditional RCIED devices, or can be used 

to supress the control and GNSS signals 

used by new threats, such as drones. The 

GMJ9 seamlessly adapts to the client’s 

threat scenario.

Key 
advantages
 › Convoy-protection jamming

 › Reactive, active and hybrid 
jamming

 › Simultaneous overlapping 
jamming channels

 › Adaptive waveform 
technology to maximise 
performance under all 
conditions

 › Custom integration into 
vehicles

 › Built using field-proven 
technology

 › Independent receiver and 
transmitter technology

Applications
 › Vehicle-mounted RCIED 

jamming for convoy protection

 › Tactical communications 
jamming

 › Explosive ordinance disposal 
(EOD) stand-off jamming

 › Discrete and effective 
protection of VIPs

Multirole functionality 
for the contemporary battlefield

The GEW® GMJ9 is truly multirole, as it 
can also be used as a stand-in or stand-
off communications jammer.

Ideal for signal-dense environments, 
this new-generation software-defined 
multirole jammer combines a responsive 
jammer for countering radio-controlled 
improvised explosive devices (RCIEDs) 
for vehicle-based patrol activities and 
tactical communications jamming in a 
single compact and rugged system.

Without compromising on size and 
weight, the GMJ9 provides valuable 
operational communications intelligence 
(COMINT) capabilities that usually 
require separate equipment involving 
additional space and deployment.

Adaptive waveform 
technology maximises 
performance under all 
conditions

Smart jamming
The GMJ9 combines barrage jamming with focused 

responsive jamming to cover all risks, utilising the 

advantages of both techniques for targeted, yet extensive 

jamming. Adaptive waveform technology is used to 

constantly optimise the jammer response to an ever-

changing spectral environment. This smart technology 

enables the GMJ9 to autonomously respond to various 

signal scenarios in the most appropriate and effective 

way by continuously jamming entire frequency bands and 

simultaneously isolating relevant spectral areas for targeted 

jamming. 

Threats and targets
The GMJ9’s advanced architecture simultaneously targets 

point-to-point radio links and new generation multi-

standard cellular networks seamlessly. The use of multiple 

overlapping and independent transmitter channels, 

combined with efficient adaptive waveform algorithms, 

provides the system with the flexibility that is crucial for 

countering threats in dense signal environments. 

The communications jamming modes of the GMJ9 provides 

an operator-in-the-loop jammer system with advanced 

reactive communications jamming algorithms to track and 

effectively jam fast hopping radios. This technology is based 

on GEW’s well-known and field-proven communications 

jammers that provide automatic hopper-follower modes 

that do not require a-priory knowledge of the hopper radio. 

Explosive ordinance disposal (EOD) technicians traditionally 

rely on man-portable equipment for protection against 

RCIEDs. In the modern urban environment, with its 

associated dense communications infrastructure, mobile 

solutions such as the GMJ9 provide a high-performance 

solution. Using the GMJ9 with directional antennas allow 

for stand-off jamming of possible threats 

and provides the EOD technician with a 

larger safety zone than can be achieved 

with man-portable equipment. A larger 

safety zone translates to a reduced carry 

load for the technician, resulting in higher 

mobility and minimum time on target.

Flexible future
With its modular and scalable design, 

the GMJ9 can be optimally configured 

according to the application requirements. 

It is fully software-defined, allowing 

new jammer waveforms to be added 

quickly and easily to counter emerging 

Saves lives.

Protects assets.

Provides agility on the 
battlefield.



Independent receiver-
transmitter technology
At its core is a high performance COMINT 

receiver with real-time signal processing, 

which continuously monitors the 

frequency spectrum for threat signals and 

allows it to calculate the most effective 

use of its available jamming resources. 

This advanced receiver further extends 

the capabilities of the GMJ9 to signal 

intelligence operations when not used in 

the electronic attack role.

Built using GEW’s field-proven direction-

finding and monitoring technology, the 

GMJ9 employs a receiver with a high 

sensitivity and dynamic range, which 

is superior to products designed only 

for short-range RCIED jamming. This 

allows the GMJ9 to achieve true multirole 

performance for COMINT applications.

Decoupling the receiver from the 

transmitter, in contrast with competitor 

products, prevents performance 

constraints from being imposed on the 

transmitter. A further advantage to this 

topology is that the system can afford to 

use a very high-performance receiver.

Installation and 
integration

GEW integrates the GMJ9 system 

into existing client vehicles or offers 

integrated single-source solutions ready 

for use. Without compromising the 

integrity of vehicle platforms, the GMJ9 

can be integrated into client systems, 

or, as complete turnkey vehicle systems 

built in partnership with trusted original 

equipment manufacturers (OEMs).

Designed to meet the demanding size, 

weight and power (SWaP) requirements 

of mobile solutions, the GMJ9’s 

modular and compact design makes it 

suitable for a range of combat vehicles, 

from light multirole vehicles, to heavy 

armoured vehicles and personnel 

carriers.

Software and interface
 › Advanced threat-based mission 

programming interface

 › Easy to use but powerful mission 

creation and waveform editing 

interface

 › Optimises mission-effectiveness 

through automated waveform creation

 › No export restrictions are imposed on 

the mission-creation software, offering 

independence, flexibility and agility to 

the end-user

Life-cycle partnership
GEW recognises the significance of 

continuous operations and optimal 

performance in challenging operating 

environments, so we partner with our 

clients to ensure sustained intelligence and 

protection.

 › Tailored training courses, wherever our 

clients are

 › In-country technical and logistics 

support

 › Maintenance, repairs and upgrades

The GMJ9’s modular and compact 
design makes it suitable for a 
range of combat vehicles



MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Range 20 MHz to 6 GHz

RF Power Output 280 W total RF power for a typical configured system. 

Operational Roles Signals intelligence (surveillance) mode
Communication responsive jamming modes 
Responsive RCIED modes
Active wideband RCIED modes
Hybrid jamming modes

Threats Covered Multiple threats targeted simultaneously
Point-to-point radio links
Networked communications (GSM, UMTS, LTE, WiFi, Tetra etc)

Jammer Architecture Fully software defined
GEW adaptive waveform technology

Antennas High gain omni-directional antennas or directional antennas

Jammer De-conflicting GNSS synchronised jammer de-conflicting; simultaneous GPS and GLONASS capability

Power Supply 18 – 32 VDC, 24 VDC nominal
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FEATURES

 › Convoy-protection jamming

 › Communication jamming

 › A selection of jamming modes

 › Simultaneous overlapping jamming channels

 › Responsive jamming

 › Custom integration into vehicles

Software-defined multirole jammer
GEW® GMJ9

This new-generation software-defined multirole jammer 
combines a responsive jammer for countering radio-
controlled improvised explosive devices (RCIEDs) for vehicle-
based patrol activities and tactical communications jamming 
in a single compact and rugged system.  

At its core is a high performance COMINT receiver, which 
continuously monitors the frequency spectrum for threat 
signals and allows it to calculate the most effective use of 
its available jamming resources by precisely targeting those 
signals that pose a threat, using specialised waveforms. 
This advanced receiver further extends the capabilities of 
the GEW® GMJ9 to signal intelligence operations when not 
used in the electronic attack role.

The GMJ9’s advanced architecture simultaneously targets 
point-to-point radio links and new generation multi-standard 

cellular networks seamlessly. This is achieved through the 
use of multiple overlapping and independent transmitter 
channels and efficient adaptive waveform algorithms.

With its modular and scalable design, the GMJ9 can 
be optimally configured according to the application 
requirements. It is fully software-defined, allowing new 
jammer waveforms to be added quickly and easily to 
counter emerging radio threats and evolving networks. 
This approach also lends itself to future expandability and 
technology upgrades. 

The communications jamming modes of the GMJ9 provides 
an operator-in-the-loop jammer system with advanced 
reactive communications jamming algorithms to track and 
effectively jam fast hopping radios. 
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WHO WE ARE

As HENSOLDT South Africa’s spectrum dominance business line, we provide clients with premium solutions to detect and protect 
in contemporary defence and civil environments. On land, at sea or in the air, our electronic warfare, spectrum monitoring 
and security solutions offer tactical and strategic superiority.

HENSOLDT SA’s GEW® range of products and systems are rooted in a long lineage that spans more than 50 years of innovation.


